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End of Term Letter
Headmaster

Dear Students, Parents, Carers and Friends of Wallington County Grammar School,
I have chosen the familiar theme of Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol for my end of term assembly this year. It struck me
whilst cycling home through the gloomy streets of South London the other night that Ebinezer Scrooge is a wonderful illustration of our values as a School - not just what they look like but how they can be learned and treasured. His utter lack of
commitment to tackling the extreme poverty of London’s working classes is transformed when he looks the childlike personifications of Ignorance and Want in the eyes when they are revealed by the Ghost of Christmas Present. His cowardice
and fear in refusing to acknowledge the identity of the dead man being treated so callously by those shown to him by the
Ghost of Christmas Future transforms to courage as we sweeps the snow away from the gravestone that reveals it is in fact
himself should he not change his ways. The coldness with which he treats Bob Cratchet, not even allowing him to place a
coal on the office fire, changes to love and compassion as he sees his chance to save Cracthet’s son Tiny Tim through implementing better working conditions and a higher salary. And finally of course there is creativity. This is not seen in the actions of Scrooge himself but in the genius behind the author who created such a vivid character and a story that teaches us
all the value of generosity, self knowledge, active support for those less fortunate in our communities and, of course, that
transformation is possible, even at the deepest personal levels. This year more than any, I will be reading this story to remind myself of all of the above and would encourage all of our students to do the same and gain the impetus to put others
before themselves over this unique Christmas period.
I would like to give my sincere thanks to all parents and students for their support over what has been an extremely challenging term. On the day of writing, being 2℃ outside with windows flung open to help ventilation across the school, our
attendance is at 96.95%. There can be no better illustration of the commitment to education of our students and parents
than this. That they are prepared to travel across south London and Surrey on a public transport network beset by COVID
related difficulties and sit in chilly classrooms, all whilst this virus is in circulation, truly shows what our students are made
of and how much they value learning and scholarship.
Then of course there is our staff. What they have achieved this term is nothing short of heroic. They have put themselves
and their families at great personal risk each and every day to inspire and educate our students, expertly preparing them
for the public examinations that lie ahead. They have learned and adapted to a completely different way of working: ensuring classrooms are cleaned down, mask wearing is policed, curriculums are redesigned around available disinfected resources, fully or partially remote lessons are taught, Google resources are organised and much, much more. They are phenomenal and each and every one of them has my profound gratitude for what they have achieved. If you have a moment
over the holidays, please do take a moment to write your child’s teachers a short note to thank them yourselves. It would
mean a lot to them to know how much you appreciate what they are doing.
Finally, I would like to thank Mrs Wedell who will be moving on to become a Teacher of Drama at Langley Park School for
Boys. She is moving closer to home to be near her young family and we would like to thank her for all she has achieved, not
least leading such a successful drama department, introducing drama A level and being House Mistress of Radcliffe. We
wish her well and look forward to welcoming Mr Paul Grace to lead our drama department next term. Mr Grace is currently
Head of Drama and Head of Year 9 at Hall School Wimbledon.
Have a very merry Christmas and I look forward to seeing you all once this vaccine arrives.
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Some words of beauty and wisdom from our Poet Laureate and members of our student leadership
team:
Harishaanth Premadas was appointed by the staff after a rigorous selection process. These are the first two of his six
poems to be written commemorating each half-term.
December 26th by Harishaanth Premadas
It was a few minutes after midnight,
And the man rose up
To face a woman
The man begged:
“For one day,
Take me indoors
I won’t require a bed
Nor food or water
Just protection from this East End air!”
At home, he rested besides the tree,
Reflections of his face were casted on the globes
He sighed and stretched
As he cosied up towards the firepit.
The next morning the women returned,
And found herself gifted
With presents not to be found in catalogues
They were all wrapped up in shiny glittery boxes
But all she saw, on the sofa next to her,
Were the man’s empty clothes
Drenched in a puddle!
New Beginnings by Harishaanth Premadas “New growth cannot exist without the complete eradication of the old order.”
Is there a beginning? Would there be an end?
Will the endless sky end somewhere?
They say that the universe is infinite and thus it won’t.
But why does it not perish like the body does?
The carrier we call the body will eventually rot
But hey lamenting heart! You should worry no more!
In Autumn, the leaves die and fall
Yet the tree that birthed it, stands forever more.
Hear that! Hear that!
It is the sound of the revolving earth!
How sweet, how sweet, is the roaring sounding of the sea?
Yet the war cries of man against man
Drown the pleasant calls of the nightingale.
In this bloodshed, in this noise, how will we hear
its sweet voice?
When alone, the nightingale sings!
Yet when we are alone, we weep and weep
Will our sorrow
Ever reach the shores?
Will our sorrows,
be heard once more?
The mother’s womb is not the beginning
And death is not always the ending.
Our painful tears, tells our true story
But our lamenting hearts, will not be heard.
Where are you? Where are you?
Hopefully tomorrow I’ll be there.
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My year as Vice-captain of the Lower School:
My name is Jack Barwell, Vice-captain of the school and in charge of the Lower School. My job encompasses three core
parts, leading our excellent year 11 prefect team, being in charge of the lower school (years 7-11 ) school council and being the person members of the lower school can speak to when feeling like they need some support from students.
I want to explain to you how my role has worked in terms of the y11 prefects and school council because both these bodies in my opinion have found new heights this year. Firstly, the year 11 prefects. I have to say I was concerned at the start
of the year that Covid 19 would disrupt plans for any events the year 11 prefects could help run and also might force the
prefects to focus on their work and be less willing to aid our development of the school. How wrong I was…
This year group have really stepped up and if anything seem more determined to help make the changes needed, and for
that I can only say just how proud of them I am. The fact that nearly all of them attend our monthly meetings and that
there is often competition to take on extra leadership opportunities when available, shows just what sort of leadership we
have seen and will continue to see from them in the future.
Special thanks must go to the best of best out of them though, and five of these prefects really stepped up to run school
wide subcommittees to investigate the issues and create solutions in the most needed areas of the school and they were
Sulaiman Galaria, Junior Armah,Luis Rodriguez, Hussain Asadi and Oscar Sims. I would also mention Faran Ahmed and
Daniel Fry for their constant determination to work with me and get the younger years on board with some of the projects
we have run so far this year.
Well done guys and I am so excited to work with you even more after Christmas.
But it isn’t just the Year 11 prefects that have been excellent, my lower school school council representatives have
brought the fun back into being part of school council. The students reading this will remember me sitting in the playground with Ade (who I couldn’t have run this without) and talking to you about how I wanted to bring the belief back into
school council that you can achieve things, you can make changes, you can transform this school into what you want it to
be. Not only have you achieved that, but you proved me right!
How do I know this? Well from just walking through the playgrounds, seeing people talking about their role in school
council and telling me or their representatives their new ideas, and I have to say that is so nice to see.
I think a lot of this is down to the new system of running the Council that Ade and I have developed. Now having a president of each year group and as well as six ministers make other students feel that it isn’t just the 6th form that get leadership opportunities, and that is what my plans are all about, after all who says being in the lower school means you aren’t a
leader – certainly I don’t!
I feel that it is that leadership opportunity that has motivated the students. As I write to you the current presidents are in
the process of fighting a re-election campaign to remain in their role after Christmas, a great lesson to teach young leaders
that you have to keep your fellow members on board to remain as leader. Nothing made me smile more than Mohammad
Hussain in Year 10, when he found out from me that the result was too close to call with a few more people to vote, messaging me to say he was urgently messaging his ministers to reminding them of their supposed loyalty to him (I’m afraid
Thatcher tried that in 1990 Mo! ) but unlike Thatcher, Mohammad did win and will do a great job again next term.
It has been a real pleasure working with both the Year 11 prefects and School Council, but it hasn’t come without challenges and I have learnt a lot about myself as a leader during it as well, largely due to the support I have received from the
entire staff department, but especially Mrs Owen, Mr Robertson, Dr Meek and Ms Richards who have allowed me so many
opportunities to run events this year and I can only give them all my thanks for both that show of trust, but also the help
when I have needed it.
Being vice-captain of the lower school never comes without its drama, but it is a job I have loved doing and that is largely
due to the students and teachers I get to work with on a day-to-day basis.
By Jack Barwell – Vice Captain of the Lower School
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John Stokes – President of the Year 8 School Council:
Being president of year 8 school council involves being decisive and taking action and really understanding what your year
group wants. What's great about being president is that I can make decisions on something quickly without having to consult the rest of the council. It allows me to help lead a school council that actually does things rather than just sitting placidly in a couple of meetings dreaming about unrealistic goals and ideas.
By using technology I am able to quickly communicate with the rest of my year group to hear their opinions on important
matters. I have used google forms to send out two surveys to my year group- year 8. The first was in response to something SLT(senior leadership team) discussed with us, which was their plan to remove Show My Homework and replace the
job of setting homework with Google Classroom. I managed to get half of the year group to fill it out and the resounding
majority said that they would like to keep the current system of using Show My Homework for setting homework and using Google Classroom for lesson resources. I then used this data to feedback to SLT to help them make a decision that is
best for our year group.
I have also just sent out a survey asking for people's opinions on how home- learning is going as more and more of us have
to go into self- isolation. I will then send the results of to SLT to help them improve home-learning and make it as effective
as possible. What is useful about the role of president is that it gives the year group somewhere to direct their ideas and
concerns to, to help rebuild the year group's trust in school council to actually listen to them and take action on those ideas and concerns.
Sean Leahy – President of the Year 7 School Council:
My time so far at WCGS has been a great pleasure and I am sure the same is true for many others in my year group. I have
thoroughly enjoyed working with the school council as a whole. In my role as Y7 president, I have listened to all student
suggestions and put the following ideas forward to improve the year 7 experience in the school:
- allocating a classroom to each class for wet play (e.g. form rooms)
- building a structure for students to store their bags outside when the ground and benches are wet
- mending the table tennis net that is need of repair and possibly getting another table
Following the Christmas break we will hopefully bring some of these ideas to fruition! Being year 7 president has been a
great experience!
Sulaiman Galaria - Senior Prefect of academic development:
During this term, many Year 11s applied for a Prefect role but only 23 students were chosen. The Prefects were then
asked to choose from five different aspects of the school: Academic, Clubs and Societies, COVID 19 Protocols, Canteen and
Behaviour. Additionally, four prefects went forward to look at year group-specific issues from Year 7 to 10. Within each of
these five areas, Team Leaders were appointed to lead their particular topic, for example, I have taken control of the Academic section. The Team Leaders directly feedback to the staff and school council cabinet on changes, run primarily by
Jack Barwell who has also helped to organise the various prefect roles.
Personally, I have used my role as a senior prefect to lead the changes made on the academic aspect of our school, representing my sector as a senior prefect alongside my team. We were successful in engaging with KS3 and KS4. Working
alongside my team, we managed to quickly identify and tackle these problems in a co-operative way. Despite the fact Year
11 was isolated during this crucial period, we managed to successfully collaborate on a number of solutions. Some of the
proposed changes were shared with staff members and we hope to change the structure of some lessons in order to incorporate more recall time and introduce Flip-Learning Homework (where homework is based on what you will learn next
lesson) to improve understanding.
The Coronavirus pandemic has resulted in many disruptions throughout our school, from various years isolating to a number of protocols to follow within the school. However, WCGS has managed to successfully follow all government guidelines and have a specific layout for teaching to accompany the students to learn at home during periods of isolation, to
prevent gaps in our learning. However, this term has not been easy for the Year 11s with the uncertainty on how our
GCSEs would run and with mocks just around the corner, our year is enduring through this stressful period of time. With
various limits placed due to the COVID restrictions, it has been difficult at times but with support and reassurance from
our school, Year 11 are ready to tackle what comes their way.
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Last year saw the successful launch to our new clubs and societies programme
with a huge change to the school day. We endeavored to continue this in September in the safest possible way, restrictions included limiting clubs to year group
bubbles and reducing this to once a week. Despite these restrictions, this term's
clubs and societies have been a massive success with over 60 clubs running since
September.
We saw the continuation of our flagship society, Hutchins Society giving talks to an
Upper Sixth audience and posting recordings for the rest of the school on Google
Classroom. In Year 8, Mr Bean's Warhammer Club built and painted figures ready
for battle, whilst Mr Rhodes-Brandon's Football Forum Society engaged in lively debates on the previous week's fixtures and results.
In Year 9, Mr Cameron's DofE club have been preparing students for undertaking
the Duke of Edinburgh's award and those in Miss Cha's Rubik's cube club have
been challenging each other on solving the puzzle in the quickest time. In Year 10,
Mrs Patel, Edward Cheung and Nat Cibardo have put on a fantastic series of
meetings for the Year 10 Star Wars fans, whilst Year 11's have been engaging in Mr
Jones's Politics Society and Miss Dimond's Criminology Society.
The highlights in Sixth form have come from debating world affairs in Model United Nations run by Esha Khakhria, Amy Rizk and Lhara Go and learning the theory of
getting behind the wheel in Driving Club run by Rosemary Ritson.

Mr Barwick
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Some year group news:
Sixth Form
Our sixth form students have had a really fantastic start to the year. I have been really impressed by how well
our Lower 6 have settled into post 16 study and how easily our new students have settled in. Despite some
periods of self-isolation students have been excellent at their online study and as much as is possible in these
challenging circumstances are still continuing strongly in their academic work.
I am particularly proud to announce that 32 of our awesome Upper 6 have secured interviews with Oxbridge
colleges in a wide range of subjects from law, history, computer science and medicine. That is in addition to a
number of students who are also undertaking interviews at Imperial College London and other medical
schools. It has been a particular personal pleasure of mine to be able to reconnect with our fabulous alumni
currently studying at Oxford or Cambridge who have been so generous with their time by offering these students mock interviews and general tips and hints. We have also supported this process with our fabulous staff
providing mock interviews and we have engaged the services of an ex admissions tutor for Imperial College and
LSE to provide all hopeful candidates two mock interviews each.
Year 10
Year 10 are working hard this year preparing their CVs. Undeterred by lockdown they are steaming ahead
creating their own opportunities for work experience and self development. I can't wait to see what the future
holds for these young men!

Year 7
The Year 7 cohort have really settled in well, despite the difficulties with no induction days, something the
school prides itself on regarding giving the students the best introduction possible to WCGS. All 150 boys have
hit the ground running and I am so impressed with how they have slotted into life here at Wallington. Getting
used to a bigger site, as well as the COVID-19 expectations was of course going to be tough but this has been
done without any fuss whatsoever. Being involved in the Sports Department, it has been great to see the mass
numbers coming down for Rugby and Table Tennis after school and we hope to try and get some fixtures in the
New Year, if things keep progressing with government guidance. Form Times have been packed full of topics to
discuss and it has been great to hear how students are fully getting involved and contributing where ever possible. I am sure this term has been tough at times for everyone but I hope that 2021 will be the same when it
comes to the high levels of maturity and positivity I see on a daily basis. Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
to you all
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Some department news….
Music Department during Autumn Term:
Here is a little outline of what each year group has been doing this term.
Year 7s have been learning about the basics of music and this half term we have been covering Western Classical Music and students have been playing on keyboards. We have covered pieces like 'Ode to Joy' by Beethoven and Pachelbel's canon, but also a Symphony in G major by Joseph Bologne, Chevalier de Saint-Georges, who was one of the
first classical composer of African ancestry in the late 18th century.
Year 8s composed pop music using the computers during the first half term and this half term we have been looking at
mainly Blues music, but also had a lesson on Indian classical music. Students have started practising their performances on
the keyboards now as well.

Year 9s have been learning about Beethoven and the rock band 'Queen', and have performed their solo pieces to the
whole class. Composition work has also been started.
Year 10s have been revising some of their Y9 work and have also performed their solo performances. They have also now
started learning about 'Star Wars' and film music in more detail.
Year 11s have made great progress and caught up with their coursework, performing and composing, and have worked
really hard on revising for their mock exams.
Year 13s have now covered all the context for the exam and are ready for the mock exam in January. The composition
work is also progressing well, our student is writing music for a film, taking ideas from 'Psycho' film, writing in 20th century
style.

Careers Programme at WCGS.
Our comprehensive Careers programme can be found on our website. For students in the sixth form we issue a weekly
Careers Catchup which outlines all the latest news and events from leading universities and employers. This emailed to
parents, carers and students. We are also sharing with Year 11 so they can see the kind of opportunities that we source
and share in the sixth form.
We are beginning the process of independent career interviews for Year 11—this has been a bit disrupted by Covid but
they will restart in the new year. I am also always happy to see students myself if they want to email me. We are developing some exciting programmes for the other year groups too—including experiences of the work place, employer talks,
workshops, competitions as we progress through the school year. Obviously this is under permanent review due to Covid
and as restrictions ease we will be able to be more ambitious in our offering.
If you have anything that you believe you could share about your own career journey or specific skills and experiences—
we would love to hear from you.
Ms Proctor, Careers Lead.
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Art Department News
We have been busily adapting our ways of working in light of the pandemic and whilst it has been frustrating to
not offer our full range of extra-curricular provision, students are still making excellent work and developing
exciting ideas.
Year 9 have started their GCSE studies in style, producing some excellent work from starting points that have
been generated by chance.
Meanwhile, Year 12 students have been exploring different methods of producing a self portrait, aided by
some starting points and an empty easel. Thanks to Sam Beaufort-Cotter and Maya Bruun-McLean for embracing the task and producing an ingenious response.
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Modern Foreign Languages department having festive fun….
For the end of term, the MFL Department has been up to some crafts and fun with their classes. We looked at how El Dia
de los muertos (The Day of the Dead) festival is celebrated in Spanish speaking countries. Students understood
the philosophy behind this festival, made some amazing skulls in 7S among which a lucky winner got a £10 Amazon Voucher for having made the best skull - Akilesh Maddimsetty. Students also looked at how Christmas and New Year are celebrated in France and Spain and made some fantastic Christmas cards for their family. Great projects to complete with such
talented students and lots of fun and memories created at WCGS. Joyeux Noel / Feliz Navidad everyone!
The MFL Department (Miss Gabriele, Mrs Mortreuil, Miss Paradis and Mrs Golam).
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Scouting News
Despite the lack of national face to face Scouting, the 16th Wallington Scouts have managed to
keep things ticking over with ingenuity, enthusiasm and a nifty name change! Given the constraints
on after school activities we have run a Knot Scouts club for on Wednesdays during Year 8 Clubs
and Society cocurricular time. This has enabled a hard-core of Scouts who joined in Year 7 to continue to work on “Scout-like” activities including knot tying, rope throwing, designing obstacle courses, pumpkin carving, bike maintenance and cake decorating.
We will continue in this format until WCGS and the Scout Association align again so we can run after school activities and widen the membership to other year groups. Hopefully, this will happen this
side of Easter 2021 however there will be lots of loops to jump through and fingers to cross.

We must say goodbye to a much loved colleague and welcome a new one:
Mrs A Weddell joined the School in September 2014 as a teacher of Drama before moving to Subject Leader in 2016. During
her time at WCGS Mrs Weddell has directed many successful and widely treasured school productions and house plays, and
has overseen the development of a flourishing Drama Department. She leaves us to take up a post at Langley Park School for
Boys. She will be very much missed by students and staff.
We also wish a very warm welcome to the following to Mr Grace.

Starter January 2021
Mr P Grace (Subject Leader of Drama) completed his degree in Theatre, Film and Television at the University of Leeds before
commencing his PGCE at Goldsmiths. Mr Grace joins us from Hall School in Wimbledon. Whilst enjoying many pursuits in his
spare time his main interest lies with performing, directing and working with local amateur theatre companies and attending
the theatre when he can.
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Two Moby Dicks - One Christmas
To Save!

‘Excellently pieced together’
Sleeping Trees are back at it again with the mash-ups! Somehow, they have successfully merged a classical favourite (Moby Dick) with a more modernised story
that has been meddled with over time (The Legend Of Dick Whittington). They
have been dealing with the madness of mash-ups for quite a while therefore
they have now seemed to have mastered it.
The innocent charm of the story has parents as well as children all involved and
engaged. The laughs are undeniably a key factor in what makes this a likeable
story for all ages. The play is based upon how Dick Whittington finds his feet as
being mayor and is beautifully assembled by an amazing moral which leaves
everyone something to take away.
(Shaheer Sami)
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And finally… Murtaza Mirza in year 10 beautifully captured the
sunset over the courtyard at WCGS
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